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ABSTRACT Entity recognition and relation extraction have become an important part of knowledge
acquisition, and which have been widely applied in various fields, such as Bioinformatics. However, prior
state-of-the-art extraction models heavily rely on the external features obtained from hand-craft or natural
language processing (NLP) tools. As a result, the performance of models depends directly on the accuracy of
the obtained features. Moreover, current joint extraction approaches cannot effectively tackle the multi-head
problem (i.e. an entity is related to multiple entities). In this paper, we firstly present a novel tagging scheme
and then propose a joint approach based deep neural network for producing unique tagging sequences. Our
approach can not only simultaneously perform entity resolution and relation extraction without any external
features, but also effectively solve the multi-head problem. Besides, since arbitrary tokens may provide
important cues for two components, we exploit self-attention to explicitly capture long-range dependencies
among them and character embeddings to learn the features of lexical morphology, which make our method
less susceptible to cascading errors. The results demonstrate that the joint method proposed outperforms the
other state-of-the-art joint models. Our work is beneficial for biomedical text mining, and the construction
of the biomedical knowledge base.
INDEX TERMS Bioinformatics, entity recognition, knowledge acquisition, neural networks, relation
extraction, text mining.
I. INTRODUCTION

Recognizing entities and extracting their relations have been
applied in biomedical text mining tasks due to its important
role in biomedical knowledge acquisition and biomedical
search. Recently, more and more biomedical information
extraction tasks have been developed, such as BioCreative V
chemical-disease relation tasks [1], drug-drug interaction
detection (DDI) task [2], adverse drug event extraction (ADE)
task [3] and the bacteria biotope task (BB) [4]. The goal
of them is to recognize entity mentions and identity their
semantic relations from biomedical texts.
It has been proved that jointly named entity recognition (NER) and relation extraction (RE) are more beneficial
than separating the extraction in two separate pipeline subtasks from the biomedical text (i.e. NER at first and then RE)
(e.g. [4] and [5]). The main weaknesses of the pipeline setting
are: (1) errors may propagate from the NER component to
the next RE (e.g. if a drug entity mention is incorrectly recognized, the extraction of its ‘adverse-effect’ disease will be
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Navanietha Krishnaraj Rathinam.
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incorrect.) and (2) possible dependency information between
two steps is omitted, while the information may enhance
them (e.g. Live in relation identified might help the NER
task to recognize the type of the entity mentions, i.e. Bacteria
and Location.). Therefore, more and more studies [6], [8],
[11], [12] propose to use the joint model to overcome the
aforementioned limitation.
However, the previous works strongly rely on features
from either hand-craft or NLP tools (e.g. part-of-speech,
dependency parser). For instance, [6] proposed a structured
learning model to extract biomedical entities and their relationships, which requires much feature engineering. Reference [8] explored convolutional neural networks (CNN)
to learn features automatically for the two binary relations extraction tasks. They only focus on relation classification with given biomedical entities. Reference [11]
proposed end-to-end Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)based model that represents both word sequence and dependency tree structures by using bidirectional sequential and
bidirectional tree-structured long short-term memory network (LSTM). They utilize external dependency parser to
obtain the dependency information. Similarly, [12] also
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adopts a tree-LSTMs-based model to extract dependency
information for entity recognition and relation extraction.
References [13] and [14] utilize deep neural networks (i.e.
RNNs and CNNs, respectively) to treat relation extraction
as classification problems. They used RNNs or CNNs to
learn relation representations along with the words between
two target entities or along with the words on the shortest dependency path (SDP) of two target entities. Slightly
different from [13]–[15] and [16] only focused on relation
classification with the information of given entities. All of
the above approaches extracting entities and their relation
rely on the external features obtained from hand-craft or
natural language processing tools. It raises a problem is that
these features are not always accurate for various biomedical
contexts.
Besides, there is a multi-head issue that should be focused
on in extracting relations, namely, an entity is related to multiple entities. What is worth noting is that the aforementioned
works for relation extraction only consider entity-pairs, rather
than modeling the whole sentence directly. This means that
relations of other pairs of entities in the same sentence which
could be helpful in deciding on the relation type for a particular pair – are not taken into account [20]. Reference [18]
proposes a neural joint model based on LSTMs where they
model the whole sentence at once. Similarly, [19] proposes an
end-to-end model based on a novel tagging scheme to extract
entities and relations directly. However, they still do not
have a principled way to deal with the multi-head problem.
In the work of [17], a quadratic scoring layer is introduced
to conduct the two tasks simultaneously. The limitation of
their approach is that a token is only assigned with a single
relation, while compared with the standard approaches with
linear complexity, the time complexity is increased in the
entity recognition task. Reference [20] uses a conditional
random field (CRF) layer for recognizing entities and a sigmoid layer for relation extraction. They model the relations
extraction task as a multi-label selection problem to tackle the
multi-head problem. But they are not available for the pair of
entities with overlapping tokens (e.g. ‘‘caffeine’’ is related to
‘‘caffeine toxicity’’).
In this paper, we focus on these problems in the joint entity
recognition and relation extraction. The objective of our paper
is that we can model the triplets directly, rather than recognizing the biomedical entities and extracting their relations
separately, and simultaneously suit for the multi-head issue.
Based on these motivations, we propose a novel end-to-end
neural approach accompanied by a novel tagging scheme,
to settle this problem. Besides, to better capture long-range
dependencies and synthesize the information of the biomedical sentence, meanwhile to relieve error propagation in our
method, we further introduce the character embedding and
self-attention mechanism into the approach. It’s validated by
us on two public biomedical tasks, namely Adverse Drug
Events task (ADE) and Bacteria Biotope task (BB). The
results demonstrate that our algorithm can efficiently jointly
recognize biomedical entities and extract relations and tackle
VOLUME 7, 2019

the multi-head issue. And our extended method can obtain
impressive performance compared with other state-of-the-art
methods.
In short, our main contributions are:
1. We design a novel tagging scheme for dealing with
multi-head problems.
2. A novel joint method based on the proposed tagging
scheme is introduced to extract biomedical entities and
relations directly and simultaneously.
3. For capturing long-term dependencies and relieve
error propagation, we adopt character embedding and
self-attention in the neural network to learn more feature
information in biomedical text. The results of public
datasets show that our method performs much better
than existing joint learning methods.
II. RELATED WORK

Named entity recognition (NER) and relation extraction (RE)
can be applied either step by step in a streamline style [26],
[27] or in a joint setting [11], [20], [28]. In this section,
we investigate related work for each task (i.e., NER and RE)
as well as prior work on tag scheme applied into a joint endto-end model.
A. NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION

In general, NER is the first task that is used to address the
end-to-end relation extraction problem. A battery of different
methods based on hand-crafted features have been proposed
for the NER task, such as CRFs [25], Maximum Margin
Markov Networks [29] and support vector machines (SVMs)
for structured output [30], to name just a few. Recently, deep
learning approaches such as LSTM-, RNN- and CNN-based
models have been combined with CRF loss functions [22],
[23], [31], [32] for NER. These methods achieve state-of-theart performance on publicly available NER datasets without
relying on additional hand-crafted features.
B. RELATION EXTRACTION

Relation extraction is usually considered as the second task
after the entities have been recognized in NER. The main
approaches for relation extraction rely on features that are
either from hand-craft or neural networks. The methods based
on the hand-craft focus on manually designing beneficial
features or kernel functions, for instance defining kernel
functions [33], [34] and designing lexical, syntactic, semantic
features, etc. [35], [36]. Neural network models have been
devised to address the issue of weak flexibility of manually designing hand-crafted features leading to high performance. Models based on CNN [37]–[39] and RNN [12],
[13], [17], [40], [41] have been introduced to automatically
extract lexical and sentence level features so as to deepen
the understanding of language. These approaches without external hand-crafted features achieve state-of-the-art
results.
162819
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C. TAG SCHEME

The end-to-end learning model mainly treats the two tasks as
tagging problems, based on a kind of tag scheme (e.g., BIO,
BIOS or BIEOS). Here, Tag ‘O’ represents the ‘Other’ tag,
which implies the labeled word is independent. ‘BI’ (Begin,
Inside) separately signs the beginning and following words
of the entity. ‘E’ denotes the end word of the entity, And ‘S’
denotes the corresponding single word is an entity. In this
paper, based on deep learning, we use the naive ‘BIO’ tagging
scheme to map the input sentence easily into a tag sequence
for learning.
III. METHOD

In this section, a joint method based on neural networks is
present. We firstly introduce a novel tagging method and
then discuss how to convert the joint extraction problem to
a double-layer tag sequence problem, and then employ the
adaptive neural network model based on this tagging method
to tackle the multi-head problem.
A. TWO KIND OF TAG SEQUENCES

As we have known, most of the proposed joint extraction
models formulate the entity recognition task as a sequence
labeling problem with the help of ‘BIO’ or ‘BIEOS’ tag
pattern, and the relation extraction as a classification problem
with the useful information from NER task and text corpus.
Motivated by that, we try to change the tag scheme to combine these two tasks (i.e. NER and RE) as a double-layer
sequence tagging problem so that it can simultaneously identify the entities and extract their relations at once. And, our
tag scheme exactly provides a solution to the multi-head
problem.

not related to others. And the key tags are composed of two
elements: the relation type (e.g. Adverse-Drug-Effect (ADE))
and the entity ‘BIO’ tag. (e.g. B-Drug/I-Drug). A relation
triple can be present as < e1, relation, e2 >, and the relation
belongs to a predefined relation typeset. The number of tags
will be less than N = (2 ∗ |E| + 1) + (2 ∗ |R| ∗ |E| + 1), where
|E| is the size of entity types, the |R| is the size of relation
types.
As shown in Figure 1, the input sentence (‘‘Tacrolimus
(FK506)-induced postoperative mutism after liver transplant.’’) contains triples: <‘postoperative mutism’, AdverseDrug-Effect, ‘Tacrolimus’> and <‘postoperative mutism’,
Adverse-Drug-Effect, ‘FK506’>. The words ‘postoperative
mutism’, ‘Tacrolimus’ and ‘FK506’ are the entity mentions related to the results. So they are labeled by special
tags in these two tag sequences, respectively. For instance,
the token phrase ‘postoperative mutism’ denoting effect is
labeled by ‘B-Effect’ in the first sequence, which is linked
with ‘Tacrolimus’ (Drug) by ‘Adverse-Drug-Effect (ADE)’
in the second sequence. So, the ‘Tacrolimus’ is labeled by
‘ADE_B-Drug’. Similarly, ‘FK506’ is also a single word
denoting the drug in the triple, and linked with the same entity
‘postoperative mutism’ by relation ‘Adverse-Drug-Effect’.
So it is also tagged by ‘ADE_B-Drug’.
Based on our tagging pattern, once the method can produce
two tag sequences with the input biomedical text, the triples
can be generated from the two sequences. For example,
the first tag sequence contains the left entities (e.g. ‘postoperative mutism’), and the second tag sequence contains the
relations and right entities (e.g. (ADE, ‘Tacrolimus’)). Then
the triple < ‘postoperative mutism’, ADE, ‘Tacrolimus’> is
formed. When there are multiple triples in one sentence, once
the first tag sequence is generated, the second tag sequence
can be recursively derived by the double-CRFs model. The
next subsection presents the model and shows how to generate
these two tag sequences for joint extracting entities and their
relations.
B. PRODUCE TRIPLES FROM TAG SEQUENCE

FIGURE 1. A sample sentence labeled by our tagging scheme.

Figure 1 shows an example of how we tag the target data.
Firstly, each sentence is labeled into two kinds of different
tag sequences. The first tag sequence is the formal ‘BIO’ tag
sequence. Each word is assigned a label that contributes to
producing the results. For example, in the first sequence, tag
‘O’ indicates ‘Other’, which means the corresponding word
is independent of the extracted results (i.e. ‘Other’ means
the word is not an entity mention). The key tags ‘B-Effect’
and ‘I-Effect’ denote the beginning and following words of
‘Effect’ entities, respectively. Unusual for entity recognition
and relation extraction, the second tag sequence is specially
designed. Tag ‘N’ indicates ‘None’, which means the word is
162820

From the tag sequence in Figure 1, we know that ‘Tacrolimus’
and ‘FK506’ share the same head entity mention ‘postoperative mutism’ through the same relation type ‘ADE’. There
may be a more complex case due to the multi-head problem.
For instance, it may imply in a sentence that: ‘A’ (Drug)
is linked to ‘C’ (Effect), ‘B’ (Drug) is linked to ‘C’, ‘B’
(Drug) is linked to ‘D’ (Effect), to name just a few. In short,
it includes the e1s ‘A’ and ‘B’, the e2s ‘C’ and ‘D’, and the
relations A-C, B-C and B-D. From the above-mentioned tag
scheme, all the e1s are tagged in the first tag sequence style,
and all the corresponding e2s and their relations are tagged
together in the second tag sequence style. Special attention is
paid to the fact that we don’t learn the second tag sequence
made up of all e2s and relations at once, but instead get the
corresponding sequences of the e2s and relations according
to different e1s. For instance, the first tag sequence is fixed
to contain all e1s (‘A’ and ‘B’), but the second tag sequence
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 2. The joint model for extraction entities and their relations. The input of our model is the
tokens of the sentence which are represented by vectors(i.e. embeddings). The Bi-LSTM learn the
context information for each token. Then the first CRF decoding layer can produce the first tag
sequence which contain all the first entities(i.e. the e1s in all triples). And the second entity-aware
decoding layer can extract all the second entities (i.e. the e2s and the corresponding relations. For
example, w3 and w4 are recognized as B-Effect and I-Effect respectively, that is to say w3 w4 is an
entity labeled ‘Effect’. w1 and w2 are recognized as the tags ‘ADE_B-Drug’ and ‘ADE_I-Drug’, and w3 as
‘ADE_B-Drug’, so w1 w2 and w3 belong to the same entity labeled ‘Drug’, and they are linked with
w3 w4 by ‘ADE’. The output triples are <w3 w4 , ADE, w1 w2 > and <w3 w4 , ADE, w3 >. The method in
this paper can deal with the token overlapping problem (i.e. w3 is part of w3 w4 ).

focuses on e2 ‘C’ as well as A-C and when e1 ‘A’ is selected or
e2s ‘C’ and ‘D’ as well as B-C and B-D when ‘B’ is selected.
That is, the second tag sequence is produced by traversing
the propagation of all the e1s. The whole process can be
formulated in Algorithm 1.
Based on our tagging pattern, if a method can produce
above two tag sequences with the input text, the result triples
can be generated from the two sequences. The next subsection
presents the adaptive neural model and shows how to generate
these two tag sequences for joint extracting entities and their
relations.
C. JOINT MODEL

In recent years, the end-to-end models based on neural network are been widely used in sequence tagging tasks. In this
paper, we introduce an adaptive end-to-end joint model,
which mainly contains the following layers: an embedding
layer, a text encoding layer, a normal decoding layer, and
an entity-aware decoding layer, as shown in Figure 2. The
procedure can be illustrated as follows.
1) EMBEDDING LAYER

It is the first layer of the model, where the words of input
sentences are mapped into a low-dimension space Rd (d is the
VOLUME 7, 2019

Algorithm 1 Produce Triples From Tag Sequence
Input: Text sentences S; Pre-trained model M ;
Output: Triples T ;
Initialize triple set T = [];
for s in S do
Feed s into M ;
M produces the first tag sequence TS1 ;
Recognize all e1 set E1 from TS1 ;
for e1 in E1 do
Feed s and e1 into M ;
M produces the second tag sequence TS2 ;
Extract all e2 set E2 and relations R;
for e2 in E2 and r in R do
t =< e1, r, e2 >;
T appends t;
end for
end for
end for
return T ;

dimension of embedding). Given a sentence represented as a
sequence of words s = x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , in the word embedding
layer, each word of the sequence is pre-trained into a vector
Vw by the Skip-Gram word2vec model [21].
162821
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2) TEXT ENCODING LAYERi

A bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) network is adopted to encode the input text. Given a sentence:
x1 /T1 /e1 , x2 /T2 /e2 , . . . , xn /Tn /en , where xi denotes the
i-th words, Ti denotes the tags of xi , ei denotes the word
embedding of xi . Based on s = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ], a LSTM unit
in the left-to-right (forward) direction associates character
−
→ −
→ −
→
−
→
from x1 to xn with a hidden layer hf = h1 , h2 , . . . , hn . Here,
−
→
hi does not only fetch the information of the current step but
also the previous step. Similarly, the right-to-left (backward)
←
−
direction will encode from xn to x1 with a counterpart hb =
←
− ←
−
←
−
h1 , h2 , . . . , hn . Finally, we merge the forward hidden vector
and backward hidden vector in concatenation to represent
−
→ ←
−
input sentence information, which is marked as e
h = [ hf , hd ].
3) THE NORMAL DECODING LAYER

The normal decoding layer is a CRF loss function, which is
responsible for the normal NER task to produce the first tag
sequence. CRF [25] is a graphical model trained to maximize
a conditional probability of structured output variables y
when given observations x. When used in sequence tagging
problems, a common graph structure adopted is a linear chain
with a state matrix and a transition matrix where we can
efficiently use previous and future labels to predict the current
label. Given an observation sequence x = x1 , x2 , . . . , xn
and a target sequence y = y1 , y2 , . . . , yn , the conditional
probability of the target sequence as follows.
n

P(y|x) =

1 Y
ψj (x, y).
Z (x)

The inputs are formally defined as follows.
I2 = [e
h, Re1 ].

where Re1 is the representation of e1 recognized by the first
CRF layer. In order to propagate more entity information
into the entity-aware decoding layer, the Re1 is made up of
hidden context information and label embeddings (motivated
by [11]) of e1. Especially, if an entity contains two or more
words, the corresponding vectors are summed up to represent
the whole entity information. Re1 is illustrate in Figure 3,
which is formulated as follows.
n
n
X
X
hwi ,
lwi )
Re1 = Concat(

where

i

n
X
ψj (x, y) = exp(
λi fi (yj−1 , yj , x)).

(3)

(1)

j=1

e1 = w1 w2 ...wn
(2)

i

Here, fi (yj−1 , yj , x) is the feature matrix. ψj (x, y) denotes the
pairwise potential function between the positions j − 1 and j,
and Z (x) is the normalization factor.
As the first sequence in Figure 1, the inputs of the first
normal decoding layer are the merge vectors from the pre−
→ ←
−
vious encoding layer, i.e. I1 = e
h · A = [ hf , hd ] · A,
A denotes the vector generated by multi-head self-attention
module (Eq. 8) present in next Sec. III-D. And the final
predicted tag sequence is directly generated from the normal
CRF decoding layer.
4) ENTITY-AWARE DECODING LAYER

While the entity-aware decoding layer is also based on the
CRF loss function, it models on entities and context for producing the tag sequence with relation meaning (i.e. the second
tag sequence). As the second sequence in Figure 1, the inputs
of the entity-aware decoding layer are two-fold: the context
vectors e
h from the previous encoding layer and the vector
representations of e1 recognized by the first tag sequence.
162822

FIGURE 3. The representation of e1. Especially, if an entity contains two
or more words, the corresponding vectors are summed up to represent
the whole entity information.

(4)

i

(5)

where n is the number of entity words, hwi is the hidden vector
of i-th word, and lwi is the i-th embedding of label generated
by the first normal decoding layer.
D. RELIEVE ERROR PROPAGATION

It should be noted that error may be propagated from the first
stage (i.e. the entity e1 recognition in the first tag sequence) to
the second stage (i.e. the entity e2 and relation identification
in the second tag sequence). Such error propagation is not
trivial. For example, the entities are misidentified in the first
stage, it is doomed to fail to produce the correct triples no matter whether the results in the second stage are correct or not.
Thus we applied character-level embedding and self-attention
mechanism in the first stage to maintain a high recall of entity
recognition leading to relieving error propagation.
1) CHARACTER-LEVEL EMBEDDING

From the perspective of lexical morphology, motivated by
[22], [23], character-level embedding is applied to capture
morphologic features of tokens such as prefix and suffix
notations. For instance, in the Adverse Drug Events (ADE)
VOLUME 7, 2019
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Q

where Wi ∈ Rd×k , WiK ∈ Rd×k , WiV ∈ Rd×k and W O ∈
Rd×d are trainable parameters, and k = dh .
IV. EXPERIMENT
A. DATASET

FIGURE 4. Character-level embedding and word embedding. The
characters of the word ‘China’ are embedded into vectors (i.e.
embeddings) as input to a bi-directional long short-term memory
network, and the learned bi-directional hidden vectors (forward Uf 4 and
backward Ub4 ) are concatenated to form the character-level
representation of word (i.e. Vc ). This vector is then further concatenated
with the word embeddings Vw obtained from word2vec to generate the
final word representation.

dataset, the suffix ‘‘toxicity’’ can be useful for recognizing
an adverse drug reaction entity such as ‘‘ototoxicity’’ or
‘‘hepatotoxicity’’, and thus it provides valuable information.
Character embeddings are learned during training, as illustrated in Figure 4.
2) SELF-ATTENTION

From the perspective of learning long-term dependencies
between any two tokens, self-attention is applied to learn
long-range dependency and synthetically consider the information in the text. At the same time, the self-attention mechanism can maintain a high recall rate of entity recognition in
the first tag sequence for relieving error propagation. Inspired
by [24], the multi-head self-attention mechanism is adopted.
Multi-head self-attention is the stacking of several scaled
dot-product attentions, which is formulated as follows.
QK T
Attention(Q, K , V ) = softmax( √ )V .
d

(6)

where Q ∈ Rn×d , K ∈ Rn×d , V ∈ Rn×d are query matrix,
key matrix and value matrix, respectively. d is the dimension
of output vector e
h. In this paper, following self-attention
mode, we set Q = K = V = e
h.
Multi-head attention firstly conducts h times linear transformation on the query, key, and value by different linear
projections. Then h times linear transformations perform
scaled dot-product attention. The final value is obtained by
concatenating the h times attentions and once again linear
projections. Formally, multi-head attention is expressed as
follows.
Q

headi = Attention(QWi , KWiK , VWiV ). (7)
MultiHead(Q, K , V ) = Concat (head1 , head2 , . . . , headn )
(8)
VOLUME 7, 2019

We conduct experiments on two public datasets: Bacteria
Biotope task of the BioNLP Shared Task 2016 (BB), Adverse
Drug Events (ADE).
BB: It consists of two subtasks, namely recognizing bacteria, habitat and geographical entity mentions, and extracting
Lives_In relations between bacteria entities and their locations (either habitat or geographical entities). There are 71,
36 and 54 documents, 1158, 736, 1049 entities and 327,
223, 314 relations in the training, development and test set,
respectively.
ADE: This dataset consists of two entity types (drugs and
diseases). For this dataset, we need to recognize the types
of entities and extract adverse drug events by relating each
drug entity with a correct disease entity. There are 6,821 sentences in total, 10,652 entities and 6,682 relations in the
dataset. Since there are no official set splits, following 10fold cross-validation similar to [12] and [20], 10% of the data
was used as validation and 10% as the test set.
B. EMBEDDINGS

We employ pre-trained word2vec embeddings used in prior
work, in order to retain the same inputs for our model and
to obtain comparable results that are not affected by the
input embeddings. Specifically, for the ADE and BB task,
we used 200-dimensional embeddings used by Li et al. [12]
and trained on a combination of PubMed and PMC texts with
texts extracted from English Wikipedia [10] .
C. COMPARED METHODS

We compare our method with several state-of-the-art extraction methods on the above datasets, which can be divided
into two categories: the pipeline methods and the jointly
extracting methods.
The pipeline methods include: LIMSI used conditional
random fields (CRFs) based on rich features: lexical, morphosyntactic, dictionary projection, existing named entity recognition tools, Brown clustering, and word embeddings; UTS
relied on support vector machines (SVM) with features based
on the output of existing NER tools provided by the organizers as supporting resources.
The joint methods are: Li et al. [8] explored convolutional
neural networks (CNN) to learn features automatically for
the two binary relations extraction tasks, which only focus
on relation classification with given biomedical entities; Li
et al. [12] adopted a tree-LSTMs-based model which is a
joint extraction method, which employed RNNs or CNNs to
learn relation representations along with the words between
two target entities or along with the words on the shortest
http://evexdb.org/pmresources/vec-space-models/wikipedia-pubmedand-PMC-w2v.bin
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dependency path (SDP) of two target entities in order to
extract dependency information for entity recognition and
relation extraction. Bekoulis et al. [20] used a conditional
random field (CRF) layer for recognizing entities and a sigmoid layer for relation extraction, which model the relations
extraction task as a multi-label selection problem to tackle the
multi-head problem.
For the BB dataset, since we only get the results of the
relation extraction subtask, we compare with LIMSI, UTS
and Li in only this subtask. On the ADE dataset, we make
a comprehensive comparison with other methods.
D. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

Following the parameter setting and evaluation metrics, our
approach achieves outstanding results. The brief account is as
follows.
1) PARAMETER SETTINGS

The model in our approach is composed of the Embedding
layer, the Bi-LSTM encoding layer, the first normal decoding layer, and the entity-aware decoding layer. In addition,
for mitigating the possible error propagation, the multi-head
self-attention and character-level embedding are applied. For
obtaining comparable results, we use the same parameter
settings as [8], [12] and [20], which are list in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Parameter settings.

2) EVALUATION METRICS

For entity and relation extraction, we adopt standard Precision (Prec.), Recall (Rec.) and F1-score to evaluate the
results. A triplet is regarded as correct when its relation type
and two corresponding entities are both correct. Our code is
available in our GitHub codebase .
V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

The results are listed in Table 2, and all the compared results
are obtained by [12] and [20]. Here, only ‘strict’ evaluation
criteria is used to evaluate the methods, namely, an entity is
considered correct if its boundaries and type are both correct;

https://github.com/fdfdsf/Bio-Extraction
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a relation is correct when the type of the relation and the
corresponding entities are both correct.
From Table 2, it shows that our approach outperforms
the prior methods in [4] and [12] on the BB dataset. One
likely reason is that our joint approach can utilize the correlation of two subtasks (i.e. NER and RE), compared with
[4] which are pipeline methods. And the reason why our
approach performs better than [12] may be that the features
automatically extracted in our method are more useful than
that in [12] obtained from NLP tools. The F1 on relation
extraction task is improved by 11.02%, 11.22%, and 1.82%,
respectively. Besides, we introduce the self-attention mechanism to capture long-term dependency among tokens and
character embeddings to learn lexical morphological features,
in order to alleviate the possible error propagation, namely,
Ours-MEP. As a result, we obtain further 3.31% and 2.45%
improvement in F1 of RE and overall F1 over the architecture
with the error not mitigated. Also, it can be seen that all the
methods achieve lower F1 value in relation extraction than
entity recognition. We share the view in [12]: 1) there is much
disagreement among annotators on whether to annotate an
entity mention or relation; 2) there are 27% inter-sentence
relations (i.e., the argument entities of a relation occurring
in different sentences), which is still a challenging problem
for the methods.
We also compared our approach with previous works
[8], [12] and [20] on the ADE dataset. The previous model [8]
introduces hand-crafted features, so it is time-consuming and
information-omitting. While [12] use features derived from
NLP tools. Because the extraction of syntactic information
in [12] strongly relies on dependency parsers, the syntactic
information maybe not so accurate or important for biomedical data. While [20] learns information with Bi-LSTM automatically, so they can achieve better results. [20] outperforms
both models under the strict evaluation metric with an
improvement of 2% in the NER and 3% in the RE tasks,
respectively. Similarly, based on Bi-LSTM, the method we
proposed gets the best results. The F1 score of NER is significantly improved by 3.6% than [20]. The F1 score of RE
is improved by 0.2%. The overall F1 is further improved by
1.9%. One reason may be that the relation extractor based
on entity-aware CRF layer has better predictive power than
the sigmoid layer in [20]. Another reason is possible that
our method can capture the relations between two entities
with overlapping tokens. For instance, ‘‘lithium’’ is a drug
that is linked to ‘‘lithium intoxication’’. Another example is
that ‘‘caffeine’’ is related to ‘‘caffeine toxicity’’. Further, for
mitigating the possible error propagation, we also introduce
the self-attention mechanism and character-level embedding,
‘boundaries’ evaluation: an entity is considered correct if only its boundaries are correct, while entity type is not considered; a relation is correct when
the type of the relation and the corresponding entities are both correct.
‘relaxed’ evaluation: we consider that a multi-token entity is correct if at
least one of its comprising token is correct assuming that the boundaries are
given; a relation is correct when the type of the relation and the corresponding
entities are both correct.
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TABLE 2. The results of our method, and comparison with the state-of-the-art models on the BB and ADE. Ours-MEP is our method that mitigates the
possible error propagation.

TABLE 3. The performance of the architecture on the ADE dataset, when various parts are ablated.

which can learn more lexical morphological features and
dependency information among tokens. Finally, our ensemble approach (i.e. Ours-MEP) obtains much better results,
the F1 of NER, F1 of RE and overall F1 are markedly
improved by 7.13%, 1.02% and 4.1% than the state-of-theart model, respectively.
A. ABLATIONS

To show the effectiveness of the various parts in our method,
we ablate various parts of the architecture and report the
overall F1 on the ADE dataset (see Table3).
The performance of the joint task decreases (1.56% in
terms of overall F1 score) when we remove self-attention
mechanism. This shows that the dependency among arbitrary tokens, as expected, provide deeply meaningful information for the biomedical entity recognition and relation
extraction.
Removing character embeddings and only applying word
embeddings as inputs degrade the performance of both NER
(3.13%) and RE (3.04%) tasks by a relatively large margin.
This illustrates that composing words by the representation
of characters is effective, and our method benefits from additional information such as capital letters, suffixes and prefixes
within the token (i.e., its character sequences).
Finally, we conduct experiments for the whole task by
removing the important entity representation. It leads to a
dramatic decrease in the F1 performance of the RE (4.54%)
subtask and the NER (3.17%) subtask. This happens because
the information of entities (i.e. e1s) recognized by the first
normal decoding layer is indispensable to the identification of
the related entities (i.e. e2s) and relation types. If the features
of e1s are not propagated to the entity-aware decoding layer,
the method will become a pipeline module leading to the poor
performance of extraction.
VOLUME 7, 2019

VI. DISCUSSION

From the results on ADE and BB tasks, it will be known that
the joint model based on the proposed tagging scheme can
recognize entities and extract their relations more effective
than other joint methods. In previous works ( [8], [12]),
the joint models heavily rely on external feature engineering
(i.e. the features from hand-craft or NLP tools) for two tasks.
While, in the feature auto-learning joint method (ours and
[20]), the features are learned along with the training of
the model. Obviously, the features auto-learned are more
accurate than the ones obtained from external tools. And compared with other feature auto-building joint models, the likely
reason for the good performance of our approach is that the
tagging pattern we proposed is more suit for the structure
of triples better. Simultaneously, the methods in this paper
can efficiently deal with the multi-head problem than the
state-of-the-art models. And the entity-aware decoding layer
in our method is more efficient for extracting the relation
between the first entity and the second entity in the triple.
In addition, in order to relieve potential error-propagation
from the first tag generation phase to the second phase. Two
supplementary methods (i.e. character-level embedding and
self-attention mechanism) are applied to learn more information to maintain a high recall of entity recognition in the
first tag sequence (over 98%). The character-level embedding
is employed to learn lexical morphology features, and the
self-attention mechanism is introduced to learn long-term
dependency information among words.
In general, we believe that the features learned automatically are more accurate and better capture the information.
And our methods can be utilized to effectively extract entities
and their relations. Nevertheless, it needs to be also considered that such a strategy may be useless on a specific and
complex task.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a joint method to directly and
simultaneously recognize biomedical entities and extract
their relations from biomedical textual data. Our approach
mainly consists of two parts: a novel tagging scheme and
a joint model based on deep neural network. We design
a twofold sequence tagging pattern to better adapt to the
multi-head problem (i.e. one entity may be related to multiple entities). Moreover, the joint model is comprised of a
Bi-LSTM for learning syntactic information and a normal
decoding layer combined with CRF loss function to recognize
the first entities (e1s), and an entity-aware decoding layer
to extract the second entities (e2s) and relations. And the
two decoding layers are jointly trained to simultaneously
extract biomedical entities and their relations. Unlike previous studies, our method can automatically learn features from
biomedical text without external hand-craft or existing NLP
tools.
Further, the character-level embedding and self-attention
mechanism are explored to enhance the coverage (recall),
which make our method be less susceptible to cascading
errors by learning more features in the text. The results on
public datasets demonstrate that our approach achieves outstanding results and significantly beats the other state-of-theart joint models. The overall F1 score on BB task achieves
52.81%. And the overall F1 score on ADE achieves 84.59%
improved by 4.1% than state-of-the-art method. We believe
that our work is useful in biomedical text mining, especially
for the biomedical entity and relation extraction. Moreover,
we believe that our method is also applicable in other biomedical contexts.
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